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We got no secrets here
Choose your weapon Self defense if i come to near
You'll be sorry if you stay Surely with me
Even if you choose to leave today

Nowone leaves
Nowone Stays
Passing Through
Go on dates

Leading through
Where all down
Falling For
Calling lose

You wont be going home
Know the last time
Needing this time I'll always be alone
And you will always feel the same Dont you doubt me
You point fingers your all thats left to blame

Nowone leaves
Nowone stays
Passing through
Calling dates

Leading Through
Where all down
Falling For

For all this scum and I try to kill and I have to hear you
But your breathing still cant kill em before this is over
My greatest fears are getting over
Come now Were on a on a mission
Im a man on a drunken mission
Cant run away
All the scum and things you say are here today

Can forget my sins Memories
Strong enough to show themselves again
Theres nothing we can do
Face it all
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Make your mesmores as it leads to you

Nowone leaves
Nowone stays
Passing through
Calling dates

Leading through
Where all down
Falling for

For all this scum and I try to kill and I have to hear you
But your breathing still cant kill em before this is over
My biggest fears are getting over
Come now Were on a mission
Im a man on a drunken mission
Can run away
All this scum and things you say are here today
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